Theater D - Repertory Theater

AUDIO EQUIPMENT OVERVIEW

Audio Lock up - Located on the second gallery, south wall

Microphones & Accessories
1 Shure SM58S (switched) with clip and bag

Speakers & Accessories
4 EAW FR-253B (15" Three way passive)
5 EV 15-3 (15" Three way passive)
3 EV FM1502ER (15" Wedge monitor passive)
4 Bose Music Monitor (4" full range compact passive)
4 EV 1202 (12" two way passive)
2 EV Sentry IV Bass Cabinet (Passive)
2 100' Cinch to 1/4" speaker cable
4 50' Cinch to Cinch speaker cable
12 50' Cinch to 1/4" speaker cable
10 25' Cinch to cinch speaker cable
4 10' Cinch to Cinch speaker cable
4 10' Cinch to 1/4" speaker cable

Other

Booth - Located at first gallery south wall

Mixer, Amplification, and Processing
1 Yamaha LS9-32 Digital Audio Console
1 Audio Computer with 8x8 interface (Software: SFX, SCS, Shure WWB, Yamaha SE & Wavelab7)
1 Clear Com Power Supply
1 Denon DN-C635 Single CD Player
2 APC Battery Backup (one for digital console, one for Audio computer)
4 Yamaha P2100 100W Stereo Amplifier (Patchable Monitor Amp)
1 Booth Monitor Speakers and Amplifier

The Performing Arts center maintains an extensive inventory of additional audio equipment, Due to the constant rotation of our inventory among the multiple theaters, we are unable to publish equipment lists. Please feel free to call the Production office and speak with either the Production Manager or Audio Supervisor regarding the specific needs of your production.